CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

“Comprehensive health insurance is an idea whose time has come in America,” declared President Richard Nixon in 1974. “Let us act now to assure all Americans financial access to high quality medical care.” President Gerald Ford repeated his predecessor’s exhortation, “Why don’t we write—and I ask this with the greatest spirit of cooperation—a good health bill on the statute books before Congress adjourns?” Ford’s successor, President Jimmy Carter, agreed, “A universal, comprehensive national health insurance program is one of the major unfinished items on America’s social agenda.”

The contentious issue of universal health insurance coverage did not, however, originate in the 1970s. Theodore Roosevelt ran on this issue in the Bull Moose Campaign of 1912. Before his death in April 1945, his cousin, President Franklin Roosevelt, called on Congress to establish an “economic bill of rights” that included a right to medical care. President Harry S Truman intensified Roosevelt’s demand and claimed, “In a nation as rich as ours, it is a shocking fact that tens of millions lack adequate medical care. We need—and we must have without further delay—a system of prepaid medical insurance.”

Most recently, President Bill Clinton renewed the quest for universal coverage, accompanied by his famous threat to Congress before a nationwide television audience in 1994: “I want to make this very clear. . . . If you send me legislation that does not guarantee every American health insurance that can never be taken away, you will force me to take this pen, veto the legislation, and we’ll come right back here and start all over again.” According to President Clinton’s press secretary at the time, George Stephanopoulos, “The president was determined . . . to succeed where FDR, Truman, Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and Carter had all failed, to be remembered as the president who made basic health care, like a secure retirement, the birthright of every American.”
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Few issues carry so much political risk for so little political reward as health care reform. When Clinton introduced his Health Security Act to a joint session of Congress on September 22, 1993, he added his name to a long list of prominent leaders, organizations, and coalitions that have tried to achieve comprehensive reform. Frequently, these groups’ efforts have been on behalf of attaining universal health insurance coverage (defined as everyone in society having at least some form of insurance against the costs of medical care). When their efforts began, change often appeared imminent. However, with but one exception, the enactment of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965, they all failed. What follows is an attempt to explain why universal health insurance, arguably one of the most persistently sought after policy goals in the twentieth century, has proved so elusive in the United States.

Overview

Each country’s health care system is unique. Neither the U.S. nor any other country’s system is the product of one, logical policy-making experience. They are, instead, the manifestations of many years of historical development. As Ellen Immergut points out, the organizational features of public and private health insurance have been patched together by unconnected pieces of legislation, whose effects have interacted with private initiatives undertaken by a diverse group of actors. Health systems can be described with reference to layers that reflect the political and social circumstances of different historical periods. As debatable as the theory of “American exceptionalism” might be, the fact that the United States is the only major Western country without universal coverage lends some measure of support to the theory and attracts the continued interest of scholars and policymakers alike.

The central question of this work is: What explains the absence of universal health insurance coverage in the United States? Despite a tradition of public support for the general notion, and numerous efforts to achieve it—from consideration during the drafting of President Roosevelt’s Social Security Act of 1935 to the spectacular demise of Clinton’s Health Security Act in 1994—the goal remains unfulfilled. Many will find the following explanation ironic, and social insurance enthusiasts may consider it almost heretical.

In brief, there is no one politics of health care or one explanation for the lack of universal coverage; there are, instead, different patterns of politics at different stages of policy development. There has been a unique and critical relationship, however, between Social Security and the development of health insurance (both private and public). Intimidated by organized medicine in 1935, Roosevelt excluded health insurance coverage from the Social Security Act so that the program could pass in Congress. For the next three decades, the AMA continued to prevent any public, contributory health insurance scheme from passing.

By the mid-1960s, though, Social Security had evolved into the leading, if not sole, vehicle for achieving the goal of universal health insurance coverage
due to its increasing political and economic influence. The program’s popularity paved an alternative path for policymakers to finally overcome organized medicine’s opposition to public health insurance—with the passage of Medicare in 1965. In the process, they would use Social Security to incrementally achieve the goal of universal coverage.

Policymakers’ success with incremental expansion, though, also had detrimental consequences. Specifically, Social Security and Medicare’s accumulated costs eventually emerged as a major impediment to the goal. Once the payroll tax was exclusively devoted to the two programs, most policymakers became convinced that they could not raise it for any additional commitments. They chose, instead, to pursue alternative financing proposals for increasing health insurance coverage, including controversial employer mandates. These necessary attempts at forging new paths of policymaking became blocked by the constellation of interests surrounding the old, institutionalized ones: the private path of tax-subsidized, employer-provided health insurance and the public path of different government programs for targeted segments of the population.

Employers, employees, and unions established the dominant private path of health insurance in the early 1950s. Over time the path became entrenched not because it was compulsory, but because the groups continually benefited by and, therefore, reinforced it.

For the public path, Medicare’s passage in 1965 was a seminal achievement in social insurance. But as a contributory scheme solely for senior citizens, it also reinforced a fragmented approach of having different health insurance programs and policies for various segments of the population. The development of private health insurance for workers and their dependents and Medicare for senior citizens made subsequent attempts at major comprehensive change (e.g., national health insurance) politically unattractive and financially unfeasible. Each individual political constituency—workers, retirees, veterans, the poor—became loyal to its own health insurance program. As an example of path dependency, the development of health insurance demonstrates how preceding stages can narrow the range of possible policy outcomes and make moving off an established path, while not impossible, progressively more difficult.12

E. E. Schattschneider’s claim that “new policies create new politics” is affirmed in the area of health care policy as in almost no other arena.13 The relationship between Social Security and health insurance—with Social Security coming first—proved crucial. Health insurance was left in a position both secondary and, in time, dependent. Social Security’s expansion paved the way for Medicare, which offered public health insurance to the retired and disabled. Yet by reinforcing the pattern of having separate public programs for individual political constituencies, it ultimately became an obstacle on the path to the last crowning step: universal coverage.14 The irony of this argument is that the more success policymakers had with incremental expansion—made possible only by Social Security’s growing popularity—the more unlikely it became that universal coverage would ever come to fruition.
As a strategy, incrementalism gave the appearance that it could eventually result in protection for everyone. But it also led to a more costly and complicated patchwork system of health care, a system less amenable to the kind of change necessary for achieving universal coverage because the costs of adapting to a different system became extremely high. “Incremental policy-making by analogy, then, linked social insurance and health insurance within the parameters of the social security model,” argues Andrew Achenbaum. “This ultimately made it possible for Washington to offer health care to the elderly, but it also rendered a truly universal comprehensive plan difficult if not impossible to develop.”

This experience, in which policymaking promoted a configuration of elected leaders and interest groups that militated against any universal health insurance scheme, supports Margaret Weir’s argument that distributional biases in particular policies “feed back” in ways that, over time, progressively block some avenues of policy, if not entirely cutting them off. Decisions at one point in time, Weir adds, can restrict future possibilities by sending policy off onto particular tracks, trajectories, or, as John Ikenberry calls them, “developmental pathways.”

Health care is a revealing example. Over time, exiting off established pathways became infeasible, as Clinton’s Health Security proposal demonstrated in 1993-94. In addition to the difficulties associated with the necessary politics of retrenchment, the costs of inherited programs and the numerous constituencies that developed in support of them blocked even the politics of expansion.

**Why the Absence of Universal Coverage?**

Many scholars of the welfare state attribute the lack of universal coverage in the United States to its being a “welfare laggard.” They argue that the United States has a comparatively meager system of social welfare. This, they claim, is due to a number of general factors: a national ideology of rugged laissez-faire individualism; federalism and a weak national government (relative to European counterparts) with a high diffusion of power; the lack of a genuine labor party in national politics; historically weak levels of unionization; and the absence of a paternalistic tradition of public provision. These arguments are credible and help to explain how the balance between the public and private spheres in the United States has developed. But they fail to account for certain attributes of generosity in U.S. policy. Social Security’s public pension program (OASDI), compared to equivalent programs in some European countries, is more generous and universal.

Most specific explanations for the absence of universal health coverage in the United States have fallen into one of three basic categories: ideology, interest group activity, or institutions. Interest group activity is undeniably a key element to policy outcomes. Yet it is also helpful to move beyond the exclusive “pluralist claim that plural and balanced social pressures are the source of political decisions.” By incorporating the political feedback that programs and pol-
icy decisions generate, the historical approach seeks to explain why—during
different periods—some interest groups were more successful than others in
lobbying for the policy outcomes they wanted (or, as Immergut puts it, “trans-
lating membership strength into political results”).

In brief, institutions and interest groups arguably do play the most crucial
policy-making roles. But if they share a common weakness as theoretical expla-
nations, it is their static nature; they tend to exclusively address discrete policy
original contribution of this study is to include the policy feedback between the
dramatic events that fostered a pattern of increasing returns, which locked in
specific pathways and patterns of policymaking. The goal is to provide a more
comprehensive understanding of why major policy events played out as they
did. And it contributes to a growing body of research on how policies are as
much an influence on political actors and processes as they are an outcome of
them.

Critical Junctures, Increasing Returns, and Path Dependency

As Barrington Moore, Theda Skocpol, and many others have persuasively
demonstrated, history matters. What comes first, observes Robert Putnam,
even if it was “accidental,” conditions what comes later. As a result, says
Richard Rose, “policymakers are usually heirs before they are choosers.” The
historically grounded approach I employ synthesizes the tools and structure of
“historical-institutionalism” and “analytical narratives,” in which time pro-
vides the key dimension of comparison. Time is enormously consequential, as
Dietrich Rueschemeyer, Evelyne Stephens and John Stephens have demon-
strated, because “causal analysis is inherently sequence analysis.”

Accordingly, my approach emphasizes the influence of critical junctures,
the increasing returns that follow them, and the path dependency these returns
can engender. This style of analysis provides a more nuanced explanation,
Daniel J. Goldhagen notes, by breaking down complex phenomena into their
component parts, not only for the sake of clarity, but also for elucidating various
aspects of incremental change, its ebbs and flows, and the consequences of criti-
cal junctures. In understanding why policymakers pursue a particular strategy
(and why they fail or succeed), the decisions of previous actors and the reasons
they made them are crucial.

Critical junctures may be defined as periods of significant change that pro-
duce distinct legacies. “Big historical events have big historical conse-
quences,” notes Jacob Hacker, “as these crucial periods of transition shape proces-
ses of political and economic development for decades to come.”

Increasing returns ordinarily follow critical junctures. They are the normal
self-reinforcing effects inherent in any policy that achieves passage and is
implemented. Each step along a particular path strengthens these increasing re-
turns, which makes the path more attractive for the next round. As Paul Pierson
claims, “If such effects begin to accumulate, they generate a powerful (or vi-
cious) cycle of self-reinforcing activity. The basic logic of increasing returns processes can be captured in a simple mathematical illustration. Imagine a standard BINGO raffle basket containing two marbles: one blue, one yellow. Blindfold an individual, spin the basket, and then have the individual reach in and randomly remove one of the marbles. Afterward, replace the original marble and add another marble of the same color. Repeat this process until the basket fills up with hundreds or thousands of marbles. Regardless of what the eventual distribution becomes in any given trial, the initial selections are critical. After the first ten, twenty, or thirty selections, the eventual equilibrium of yellow and blue marbles becomes virtually fixed, with later selections in the process altering the equilibrium only minutely, if at all.

On a more anecdotal level, increasing returns help to explain why most seniors in college who happen to not like their chosen majors refuse to change them prior to graduating, even though they still have the opportunity to do so. The financial costs and additional time needed to change (“exit”) from their current majors to different ones are considerable by the time they are seniors. So they usually continue along the academic paths most of them chose as sophomores. Staying in the academy, the effect of increasing returns constitutes an explanation for why numerous senior professors continue to use typewriters and calculators for the bulk of their writing and grade computing, respectively (along with graduate students if they can manage it), even though they could very well use much quicker word processors and spreadsheets. For many of them, the short-term time requirements or personal costs required to learn a new technology, such as computers, outweigh the potential long-term gains in efficiency.

As applied to the political arena of social policy, Pierson explains, there are three features intrinsically associated with increasing returns:

1) **Large set-up or fixed costs.** These create a high payoff for further investments in a given program or policy. When set-up or fixed costs are high, individuals and organizations have a strong incentive to identify and stick with a single option.

2) **Learning effects.** Knowledge gained in the operation of complex programs and policy arrangements (public and private) also leads to higher returns from continuing them. With repetition, individuals and organizations learn how to maximize the return on their investments in these complex programs and policy arrangements and are likely to spur further innovations in them.

3) **Coordination and adaptive effects.** These occur when the benefits an individual or organization receives from a particular program or policy arrangement increase as others adopt the same choices. This enhanced appeal attracts more users, reinforcing the existing advantage. Individuals and organizations will feel a need to pick the most beneficial program or policy arrangement available, because alternatives that fail to win broad acceptance will have drawbacks later on. So projections about future costs and benefits will lead individuals and organizations to adapt their actions in ways that help to make the paths that are already attractive and advantageous even more so.
The more pronounced increasing return features become, the more likely it is that a particular policy area will become path dependent. Why? Because the benefits of sticking with a specific program or policy arrangement increase, as do the costs of dramatically departing or exiting from them. With the relatively short time horizons involved in public and private decision making, actors will tend to follow the path already established and adjust their behavior at the margins rather than the other way around.41

Roughly analogous to Charles Darwin’s theory of natural selection,42 society’s institutional landscape progressively changes through the preservation of those policies and programs best adapted to survive the political competition for existence. Policies and programs that political actors choose at all tend to survive, and some thrive because of the immense amount of “sunk costs” surrounding them that make change increasingly unattractive.43 In effect, path dependency is the end product of policymakers having “strong incentives to focus on a single alternative, and to continue moving down a specific path once initial steps are taken in that direction.”44

It must be noted, however, that not all policy areas bear significant evidence of path dependency. Policy areas become more or less path dependent and some not at all. The condition depends upon a complex combination of factors, including, among others, whether the programs in a given policy area are entitlements or need-based welfare, whether beneficiaries involved are concentrated or diffuse, and how long the policy’s time horizon is. Furthermore, determining whether a policy area becomes path dependent is done by means of inductive, not deductive, analysis. In other words, it is only after exhaustively reviewing the historical evolution of a policy that one sees either more or less evidence for path dependency; it is not assumed a priori. Thus, path dependency in any policy area is a condition that can easily evolve if given sufficient time, but does not necessarily do so universally.

Organization
The structure of this work is designed to delineate the different stages of health care policymaking, during which universal coverage became increasingly elusive. The first several chapters cover the initial stage of failure and frustration from the mid-1930s to the early 1960s. Chapter 2 focuses on the passage of Social Security—unquestionably the American welfare state’s most critical juncture—and the two development pathways it initiated. The first path, old age pensions, became primarily public and produced the eventual ascendency of old age and survivors insurance (OASI). Policymakers subordinated health insurance to old age insurance for political reasons, thereby relegating it almost entirely to the private sector.

Critical junctures of Social Security’s magnitude are exceedingly rare in history, so their significance is difficult to overestimate. Because the welfare state at this time was in its infancy or formative period, interest group activity was the leading type of policy feedback45 (with the AMA dominating). The two
other leading forms of policy feedback, lock-in effects and policy learning, were virtually nonexistent, because nothing was locked in yet, nor was there much opportunity for either positive or negative experiential learning (table 1.1). Policymakers focused their political capital and energy on trying to implement and secure their legislative achievements.

Chapter 3 examines how the succeeding period—the late 1930s to 1950—reaffirmed the original decision in 1935. During this time the two policy areas continued to diverge in keeping with the initial decision: the one, OASI, becoming more solidly public, the other, health insurance, being repeatedly rejected as a public program. By 1950, policymakers had secured the public path for old age insurance, which then had comprehensive coverage and was secure against its welfare-based rival, OAA. At the same time, public health insurance had been decisively rejected due primarily to organized medicine’s effective lobbying. Policymakers subsequently shifted their attention to the possibility of a private path for protecting individuals from the costs of medical care.

Roughly akin to a second critical juncture, organized labor turned to collective bargaining in 1949-50, which became the foundation for health insurance’s private pathway. The NLRB facilitated this development in 1948, when it ruled that employers could offer health insurance as a fringe benefit to their employees. The NLRB’s ruling effectively exempted employer-sponsored health insurance from federal taxation. With collective bargaining—and the related tax advantage of health insurance defined as a fringe benefit—unions and employers made the private path a positive choice and an institution was created.

Chapter 4 describes the phase of increasing returns associated with both paths from the early 1950s to the early 1960s. The public path, Social Security, became the beneficiary of political actors’ successful program building, which greatly enlarged the scheme’s scope and generosity. Benefit increases were now enacted routinely. When the Eisenhower administration arrived, critics of Social Security considered the possibility of “exiting” to a new path, but quickly ruled it out as infeasible. By this time, the effects of the 1939 and 1950 amendments made any exit from the program’s public path politically unattractive, if not an impossibility. So effective were Social Security’s increasing returns (both political and financial) that, even during a Republican administration, disability insurance was enacted in 1956.

Meanwhile, the private path of health insurance became institutionalized mostly through collective bargaining between employers and unions. Blue Cross/Blue Shield and for-profit insurance skyrocketed, but did not attain universality. Employer-financed health insurance left out those people who did not have big and/or unionized employers: the retired, the self-employed, employees of small businesses, and the unemployed. In combination with the vigorous development of OASI (OASDI after the passage of disability insurance in 1956), this shortcoming created the possibility of opening a public path of health insurance as a complement to the established public program and as a remedy for a defect in the private sector.
Chapter 5 explains the partial success policymakers had from the mid-1960s to the early 1970s in attaching a public health insurance program to Social Security. As a product of policy learning, incremental expansion and its gradualist tactics emerged triumphant (table 1.1). Lyndon Johnson’s massive electoral victory in 1964 opened a window of opportunity for public health insurance advocates, which they took advantage of by piggybacking Medicare onto Social Security, the welfare state’s main vehicle. Further steps by policymakers along this path of incrementalism culminated in the extension of Medicare coverage to recipients of disability insurance in 1972.

As Martha Derthick has documented, this is the story of political actors successfully attaching health insurance as an increment to a well-established and then still very popular program, OASDI. The thirty previous years of failure and frustration for health insurance were years of extremely successful program building for Social Security. Health insurance became an heir to that success. At the same time, path dependency can be seen in how policymakers were forced to coordinate or adapt Medicare’s design to existing arrangements in the private sector. As evidence of the path’s strong inertia, Medicare’s (and to a lesser extent Medicaid’s) payment structure largely extended the private system’s third-party reimbursement model to senior citizens (and the poor) via public programs. Medicare, in particular, emerged as virtually a public Blue Cross/Blue Shield program for senior citizens, many of whom had been enrolled in Blue Cross/Blue Shield schemes during their years of employment.

Chapters 6 and 7 address the return of failure and frustration for health care reformers from the mid-1970s to the present. Chapter 6 examines how efforts to expand Medicare’s coverage, which had been many proponents’ unspoken goal since the program’s formation, became eclipsed by the program’s rapidly escalating costs. Alternative means for universal coverage—notably propounded in President Nixon’s employer mandate plan—failed due to organized labor’s refusal to compromise its advocacy of pure social insurance expansion. Further incremental expansion along the path established by Medicare became subordinated to the more urgent goal of cost containment. Finally, the administrative relationship between Medicare and its parent program, Social Security, grew so problematic that Medicare ceased to be an add-on and became a separate program in its own right and with its own administrator, the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA).

Addressed in chapter 7, Medicare’s financial hemorrhaging contributed to the crowding out of universal coverage in the 1980s due to the necessity of rationalizing the program’s system for reimbursing hospitals. With the advent of its Prospective Payment System (PPS) in 1983, Congress switched Medicare—as the name suggests—from a retrospective to a prospective scheme of payment. This major transformation had a number of unintended consequences, the most significant of which was the private sector’s massive paradigm shift from fee-for-service indemnity insurance to managed care. The shift was largely an effort by employers to blunt the deleterious effects of public-to-private cost-shifting that the PPS engendered.
By the 1990s, policy feedback reached critical mass. The traditional path of incrementally expanding existing programs was virtually defunct, but lock-in effects blocked any exit to a new path of policymaking (table 1.1). The entrenched paths of private insurance for workers and public insurance for retirees (and the poor) created a phalanx of political actors that effectively resisted the major systemic change that comprehensive reform required. Evidence of this inability to forge a new way of reaching universal coverage was provided by President Clinton’s ill-fated Health Security Act of 1993-94, which vividly illustrated the futility of trying to reconcile old institutional arrangements with new policy paths. Clinton’s proposal was a logical but politically flawed mix of expansion and cost containment, exposing its sponsors to the twin perils of both. In the end, path dependency rendered the politics of retrenchment politically intractable and the politics of expansion financially unaffordable.

How providers deliver medical care, what its costs are, and how individuals obtain insurance coverage are political concerns of the first order. They are, as Martha Derthick observes, issues “of principle that have stirred the passions and mobilized interest groups on a massive scale.” The average level of public spending in OECD countries on health care is 8 percent of the gross domestic
product (GDP), with the United States exceeding every other country at 15 per-
cent. It is all the more peculiar, then, that while the United States devotes far
more wealth to health care—in absolute terms and as a percentage of GDP—
than any other country, it remains the single major Western nation lacking uni-
versal coverage.

This returns us to the initial question: What explains the persistent, puz-
zling, and unique absence of universal coverage in the United States? The fol-
lowing analysis attempts to answer this question by digging into the archives
that record the political motivations and struggles of individual efforts at health
care reform, along with, more important, their ramifications.
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